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ABSTRACT 
 
The herbicides minimization is among the key objectives of the precision farming. In fact, herbicides should be used sparingly and 
efficiently. Thereby, several techniques were developed in order to achieve such goal. The latter relies on weeds detection which, in 

turn, depends on the culture kind, the spraying time, the plants and weeds nature. The weeds recognition becomes more difficult when 

their distribution is sporadic and their spectral signatures become similar to those of crops. In this paper, authors propose an efficient, 
versatile and fast weeds detection approach which is based on Haar-like features combined with the green chromaticity index and the 

integral image technique. The proposed approach is subdivided into two processes which are the image segmentation and the decision 

making. The image segmentation process combines image processing techniques and computer vision suitable for extracting useful 
information from the scene, whereas, the decision process determines the cells to be sprayed on the basis of Haar-like features. The 

proposed strategy which is designed for post-emergence spraying allows a real time localized spraying with high efficiency even in 

miscellaneous cultures like wheat, corn, beet and many others. Weeds are well identified even under an irregular distribution and 
spectral signatures similar to those of plants. The efficiency of the proposed approach is illustrated by comparative analysis against 

some existing strategies. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

 Nowadays, the environmental awareness is growing due, inter alia, to public health considerations. This had 

a huge impact on modern technologies. In farming domain, a clear determination has been expressed to reduce 

chemicals and phytosanitary practices. Many propositions have been developed in order to insure more secure 

agricultural products, to improve yields and keep environmental impacts at lower levels and well controlled. The 

precision farming concept provides a useful framework to achieve this goal [1,2]. In this context, the weeds are 

managed using geospatial technologies [3]. Several researches to map weeds in crop fields using artificial vision 

has focused on geometric measurements such as form factor, convexity and strength [4,5]. 

 

Subsequently, multispectral images have proven their success in identifying weeds and other pests [6-7]. In 

order to detect the seedling weeds, a real time differential approach was proposed recently in [8,9]. A set of 

three bi-spectral digital cameras in the near infrared and visible domains is used to achieve such goal. In [10] a 

fuzzy algorithm is proposed to select herbicides to be sprayed in each crops site. Other approaches make use of 

color indices to distinguish the background vegetation [11,12] and detect the presence of weeds in specific crops 
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[13].The effectiveness of these approaches is limited once weeds and plants present quasi-similarities in their 

spectral signatures. Therefore, alternative methods become mandatory. Hyper spectral imaging technique [14] 

allows weeds detection in wheat crops. However it is not suitable for real-time operation and its cost is 

expensive. In order to achieve the desired results, the processing algorithms must be suitable for each crop 

separately. In [15,16], authors propose an effective approach based on the Bayesian naive classifier which is 

enhanced by the Support Vector Machines (SVM) in order to detect weeds in corn crops. Haar-like features 

have been developed and used for the real time faces detection [17-19]. In this paper, an efficient, fast and 

versatile approach is proposed in order to detect and map weeds in miscellaneous cultures. The proposed 

approach allows a real time operation while using low cost system. It is based on Haar-like features Technique 

which is proposed here to quickly detect weeds in the precision farming environment.  

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

 

 In order to acquire images in real time condition, a digital Charge-Coupled Device (CCD) camera with 

RGB system is used. Its resolution is 640x480. The system is mounted on the front of the tractor as depicted in 

figure 1, whereas, the herbicide spraying system is placed in the back. The proposed approach is performed in a 

computer whose configuration is 2.4 GHz i5 core processor with 4 GB DDR3 RAM. 

 

 
 

Fig. 1: Experimental setup synoptic. 

 

Images Segmentation Process: 

 In order to separate vegetation from soil, the received frames are segmented using the green chromaticity 

index which is calculated for each pixel according to the following equation [16]:  

OEG = 128 + (G - B) + (G - R)            (1) 

 Where R, G and B represent Red, Green and Blue value of each pixel. The recognition of soil and plants 

becomes easier when applying a specific threshold to the obtained histogram. The resulting binary image 

represents only two species, vegetation for green pixels, whereas, black pixels refer to soil, shadows, debris and 

other unwanted objects within the parcels. 

 The proposed approach is developed within the idea of integrating the green chromaticity index in 

calculating the integral image introduced by the Viola & Jones [18,19]. The received image i (x, y) is 

transformed into integral image ii (x, y) according to the following equation:  
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Fig. 2: Image Integral. 

 

 With such correlation table representation, the sum of values within a rectangular area can be calculated in 

only four accesses to the full image. Moreover, only six accesses are needed for two adjacent rectangular areas. 

This makes benefits, therefore, of constant time whatever the area size. The sum can be written as the following 

recursive formulae: 

               (3) 

               (4) 
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 Where s(x, y) is the cumulative sum from line (x) to column (y). The integral image can, then, be computed 

in a single iteration by applying eq. (3) and eq. (4) respectively. 

Once the integral image is calculated, the sum of pixels within any rectangle ABCD can be computed in only 

four memory access (eq. (5)) resulting on a high execution time gain. 

 

                          (5) 

 

 

Decision Making Process: 

 The integral image is calculated for each received frame according to eq. (2). The green chromaticity index 

(OEG) is computed at the same time in the same calculation loop of the integral image according to eq. (1). 

 In the proposed approach, Haar-like features "Line features" of fig. 3 represent the case of a cell which is 

not infected by weeds. The cell edges (white pixels) represent two lines of successive cultures; the cell middle 

(black pixels) represents the parcel interline which is normally free of any vegetation, mainly weeds. In fact, the 

precision farming requires a minimum distance between the crop rows. Taking into account the recommendation 

stating that no culture is supposed to be in the line spacing, therefore, all vegetation detected in this region is 

always a weed. Thereby, the cell is declared infected in mapping system.By the same, the Haar-like features 

"Edge features" symbolize the edge of the crop within the field. The "Center surround features" correspond to 

the isolated cases of plants growing between crops lines. They are, therefore, mistaken for weeds in the 

proposed approach.Each image area is scanned by the proposed algorithm. It passes, thereafter, to the adjacent 

cell. If it does not match any Haar-like features, it is; therefore; taken to an infected area. Since the image taking 

induce a distortion which is due to the passage from 3D to 2D, we have made the choice to restrict the image 

processing to an area of interest (ROI).  

 These Haar-like features are searched in a sliding window of (24,24) pixels. The latter is expandable to 

125% at each weeds search loop. The learning method is based on the Gentle AdaBoost algorithm [20] which 

results on the selection of suitable characteristics and the construction of the detection cascade classifiers.  

 According to Zhang& al [20], the Multi-block Local Binary Pattern MB-LBP are more discriminative and 

illustrate 15% higher correct rate than the Viola & Jones method [18,19].  

 Figure 4 shows an example of processing algorithm used to scan the image in order to detect whether Haar-

like features are present or not.In order to discriminate the vegetation pixels from other items, an adaptive 

thresholding is performed which results on an increase of the processing speed. Calculating the average value of 

the green chromaticity index on a region by the Block Median Intensity method fosters the robustness in front of 

the brightness variation during daylight. It also overcome the need of the basic image processing, namely, the 

closing and opening operations and other filters used in order to ignore the parasitic pixels due to dust and other 

undesirable phenomena related to image quality and camera [12]. The vegetation/soil discrimination threshold is 

selected according to the scene average brightness. In this paper, it has been set to 100. However, it can vary 

according to experiences circumstances. 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

 

 Figures 5 a, b and c show the results of the proposed weed detection algorithm. The latter has been applied 

to images of various crops from different plots which were taken during all the daytime. Fig. 5a illustrates an 

isolated beet plant which has been mistaken for a weed. This false detection is in concordance with the proposed 

assumptions. In fact, after thresholding and description, the equivalent cell was considered as a "Center surround 

features" of Haar-like features.  

 Good weeds detection within a wheat crop is shown in Fig. 5b. The corresponding cells are full and did not 

match any Haar-like features. Thus, they are declared infected cells. Fig. 5c shows the case of a “weedless” corn 

crop. The cells are detected belonging to "Line features" of Haar-like features. The proposed approach present a 

high efficiency in detecting and treating weeds between the post-emergence culture lines in various cultures. In 

fact, the measured runtime is 20 ms per frame and a detection rate success around 85% for the overall tests 

 

Conclusion: 

 An efficient, fast and versatile post-emergence weed detection approach was presented is this paper. It is 

based on Haar-like features combined with the green chromaticity index and the integral image. They are 

simultaneously computed in the same loop. An adaptive thresholding is integrated to the discrimination between 

vegetation and soil. This is performed using Local Multi-block method Binary Pattern (MB-LBP) which allows 

a real-time operation with an execution rate of 20 frames per second. The proposed system was validated 

through weeds recognition in miscellaneous crops like wheat, corn and beets. Its robustness to the light variation 

was proven by tests performed throughout the day. Weeds were successfully detected in real-time operation and 

under different lighting conditions. 
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Fig. 3: Haar like feature. 

 
 

Fig. 4:  MB-LBP features. 

 

 
 

Fig. 5a: A false detection on a culture of beet. 

 

 
 

Fig. 5b: Example for detecting weeds in a crop of wheat. 

 

 
 

Fig. 5c: Result on a maize crop free of weeds performed on images of onion, wheat, corn and beets parcels. 

         Recognition Errors were mainly due to bad detections performed on isolated cases. 
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